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Dickinson County Board of Adjustment 
August 28, 2017 

7:00 P.M. 
 

The Dickinson County Board of Adjustment met Monday August 28, 2017 at 7:00 P.M. in the 
Community room of the Dickinson County Courthouse. 
 
Members present were Delmer Lee, Tim Hemphill, Roxie Reekers, Neil Guess, and Jeff Ashland. 
 
Also in attendance was David Kohlhaase, Zoning Administrator. 
 
Jeff Ashland-Chairman, called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. and read the opening 
statement.  
 
First on the agenda was Roll Call. 
 
Second on the agenda was New Business.  
 1st item of New Business was Upland Prairie LLC c/o Apex Clean Energy, Conditional Use 

for 4 Spare Wind Energy Conversion Systems, SE ¼, Section 20 and the NW ¼, Section 26 

Westport Township, Dickinson County Iowa and SE ¼, Section 29 and the SW ¼, Section 30 

Okoboji Township, Dickinson County, Iowa.  

Ashland read the request. 

Holly McCoy-Nelson, development manager with Apex Clean Energy introduced herself to the 

Board. The original application was heard and approved on July 24, 2017. These are four 

additional spare turbine locations; the purpose for a spare location is if one the planned 

turbines sites is unsuitable due to gravel or other unknown factors, they will scrap that site and 

move on to a different location. These 4 turbine locations were a part of the original 

application, but due to an oversite, Upland Prairie did not include them in the final count for 

the publication in the newspaper.  

Guess asked if they would be communicating with the County should they choose to use one of 

the alternate sites. 

McCoy-Nelson said yes they would inform the County should a spare site become active.   

Ashland asked about the construction season dates.  

McCoy-Nelson said that the construction season would begin in the Spring of 2018. 

Guess stated that at the last meeting, Upland Prairie’s legal representation asked for a variance 

for a 1-year construction period to begin on July 1, 2018 and commence on June 30, 2019.  

McCoy-Nelson said that they could start in Clay County first.  

Kohlhaase said that he would recommend to make the conditions consistent with the 

conditions that were attached to the original application.   

Ashland opened the meeting to the public. There was none.  

No correspondence.  

Hemphill moved to vote on the application with the same conditions on this application as July 

24, 2017 application.  (Clarification: The construction project may begin on or before July 1, 

2018, per the conditions from the July 24, 2017 meeting.) Lee seconded the motion. 

Vote recorded as 5-0 approval. Hemphill, Guess, Ashland, Reekers and Lee-Approve.  

2nd item of New Business was David Fisher, Variance, Lots 110, 112, 114, Francis Sites, 

Dickinson County, Iowa. Ashland read the request.  
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 David and Jolene Fisher introduced themselves to the board. They are requesting a 

variance to have a 20’x 40’ double car garage addition attached to their home; they did not 

want to go any wider to the north lot line due to a nice large oak tree, so they went deeper 

instead.  

Guess said that the rear of the garage is going to be closer to the rear lot line than many of the 

other buildings in the area. It appears that it would be better to shift the addition forward 

toward the road, and then it could eliminate, or lessen the variance.  

Fisher said that they did not want to block the windows or the utility meter on the north side of 

the house.  

Guess asked if they could move the garage 4’ feet toward the street.  

Lee said on the East side of the property, the neighbor’s building is set fairly close to the rear 

property line.   

Kohlhaase said that accessory buildings can be as close as 3’ feet to the side and rear property 

lines in that district.  

No correspondence.  

Ashland opened the meeting to the public. There was none.  

Guess motioned to amend the variance and have a of 12’ feet rear yard when 25’ feet is 

required a variance of 13’ feet. 

Hemphill seconded the motion.  

Jolene Fisher said that the overall addition would enhance the property; there is nothing but 

weeds in the rear yard. They have tried to grow grass, but nothing will grow in the rear yard, 

which is why they decided to move the addition back and ask for the variance.  

Guess said then they have a choice to move the garage forward or shorten it up.  

Fisher asked if they could split the difference and have a 10’ feet rear yard, they could move the 

addition ahead the two feet. If they have a 12’ foot rear yard then the access door to the 

addition will open right into the electrical meter.  

Lee moved to amended the motion from Guess to have a 10’ feet rear yard when 25’ feet is 

required a variance 15’ feet. Reekers seconded the motion.  

Vote recorded as 4-1 approval. Reekers, Ashland, Lee, Hemphill-Approve, Guess-Deny 

3rd Item of New Business was R&T Equipment c/o Randall Rockman, Variance, Lots 1, 55, 

56, 59, South ½ Lot 2, Block A, Triboji Beach, Dickinson County, Iowa. Ashland read the request.  

Carol Rockman introduced herself to the board and stated they would like to improve and 

permatize the foundation. They would not be changing their current footprint, they would like 

to lift up the house move it back, add concrete footings and replace the foundation. The 

existing foundation is sagging in some areas, they did jack up the house in specific locations last 

year, but it was only a temporary fix. The roof is sagging, and they would like to replace the 

crawl space under the house. After the foundation work is complete, the house will not be any 

wider or closer to the setbacks. This will be there permanent year round home; they will also be 

constructing an addition to the rear of the home, which complies with all setback requirements. 

They would like to replace the porch, which is damaged less than 50 % of the assessed value.  

Kohlhaase said in summary, what they are adding on to the house is all in compliance. The new 

foundation will raise the house minimally. As a result of the additional volume, the foundation 

work required a zoning compliance application which triggered the variance since they are 

unable to meet the current setback requirements. The existing house is grandfathered in, what 

you are looking at is the foundation and roof work.  
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Ashland asked if the house would be a foot higher.  

Rockman said that is correct, with the foundation repaired it will allow them to have everything 

constructed at the same level.   

Kohlhaase said that even though the application says there is a 0’ feet front yard, there is 

actually 9”inches.  

Correspondence from the Iowa DNR was read.  

Ashland opened up the meeting to the public. There was none.  

Guess motioned to vote on the application as presented. Hemphill seconded the motion.  

Vote recorded as 5-0 approve. Reekers, Ashland, Guess, Lee and Hemphill-Approve.  

4th item of New Business was Dan Lucas, Variance, Lot 13, E15’ Lot 14, Village Park, 

Dickinson County, Iowa. Ashland read the request. 

Dan Lucas said that they would like to build a 3 seasons room, initially he thought the front yard 

setback was 25’ feet, and when he applied for the permit he found out it was 40’ feet due to 

the alignment of the two nearest homes.   

Kohlhaase said that the houses we are required to use for alignment are setback further then 

Lucas’s house. This addition is required to meet all current setbacks; he does meet the side and 

rear yard setback requirements.  

Lee said when he looked at the site; the addition would not block the view of either of his 

neighbors.  

Lucas agreed. 

Ashland read the correspondence.  

Ashland opened the meeting to the public. There was none.  

Guess asked if it makes a difference to the ordinance whether the addition is a 3 season’s room 

or if it is a totally enclosed structure.  

Kohlhaase said that if it is a roofed structure, it becomes a part of the house, so no it does not 

matter what he calls the addition.  

Guess asked if the decks are going to remain on the house, or is a variance required for the 

deck.  

Lucas said that they plan to take off the existing deck, and replace it.  

Kohlhaase said that he can issue a permit to replace the deck back the same since it is damaged 

less than 50% of the assessed value. 

Guess motioned to vote as presented. Lee seconded the motion. 

Vote is recorded as 5-0 approval. Reekers, Guess, Hemphill, Ashland, Lee-Approve. 

5th item of New Business was Carrie Bunda, Variance, Lot 12 & 13 Block 31, Triboji 
Beach, Dickinson County, Iowa. Ashland read the request.  

Bob Lampe and Carrie Bunda introduced themselves to the Board. Lampe said that the current 

house is unsafe. Whomever built the house enclosed the entire house with asbestos shingles 

and then put siding over it. It is not a safe house to live in. He recognizes that it is a corner lot 

which was plated prior to zoning. He spoke to the neighbors and everyone agrees a new home 

would be an improvement to the neighborhood. Bunda said that they have owned this cabin 

for a couple years; they come up every summer with their children. A couple years ago, they 

jacked up the house in an attempt to keep the house level, but the house has shifted, they now 

have to put a board under the bed to keep the bed level. They have children and they want to 
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continue the tradition started by Bunda’s parents and keep bringing their family to the lake. 

The existing home is only a summer cabin, the new home would be safer, and it is insulted so 

they can come year round and visit their family who now reside here permanently.  

Kohlhaase said a couple things they talked about was being able to provide a safe home for 

their family. Also since this is a corner lot, platted before zoning, even if you took all of the 

required setbacks, whomever builds on that lot would be required to obtain a variance to meet 

the minimum building width of 22’ feet. 

Guess asked how the proposed house would set with the house behind it and why not shift the 

house south.  

Lampe said that it would be even with the other homes on the block, also if he were to shift the 

house south he would need to ask for two variances.  

Hemphill asked if the electrical wire would be run underground.  

Lampe said that they would like to if able.  

No Correspondence.  

Ashland opened the meeting to the public. There was none.  

Hemphill moved to approve the variance as described. Reekers seconded the motion.  

Vote is recorded as 5-0 approval. Guess, Ashland, Reekers, Lee and Hemphill-Approve 

6th Item of New Business was Tim & Angela Ascherl, Variance, Lot 10 Sandpiper Cove, 

Dickinson County, Iowa. Ashland read the request.  

Jim Kruger, Gene Kruger Construction, contractor representing the applicants introduced 

himself to the Board. They would like to add a second level with a couple of bedrooms, 

bathroom and living space for their children. They would remove the existing garage, replace all 

of the footings and concrete with new cement. They would build the new garage with the 

second story, staying in the same footprint as the current garage. Kruger passed a photo to the 

Board that shows a large crack that runs the length of the garage. When the previous builders 

poured the slab for the garage, the builders did not install footings to hold anything in place. 

They also would like to put a storm shelter in the garage, there is a storm shelter in the crawl 

space but it is not accessible for everyone. They believe the addition fits the character of the 

neighborhood.  

Tim Ascherl said that they had to go to the neighbor’s house for shelter during the last storm.  

Lee asked if the stairs to the second level are in the garage or the house.  

Kruger said that it will be in the house. The storm shelter will be in the garage. 

No Correspondence 

Angela Ascherl stated that this is their permanent residence and they live here year round. 

Guess asked if any the neighbors had any comments about the addition.  

Tim Ascherl said that they talked with their neighbors and they are in support.  

Lee motioned to vote as published, Hemphill seconded the motion.  

Vote is recorded as 5-0 approval.  Lee, Hemphill, Ashland, Guess and Reekers-Approve.  

Third on the Agenda was old business 

Kohlhaase said that Clay County approved the Upland Prairie Wind Farm, the Planning and 

Zoning Commission voted 3-2 to approve the application, and 5-0 vote for approval from the 

Board of Supervisors, 2 people voted to approve with reservations.  
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Fourth on the Agenda was the approval of minutes. Guess motioned to approve. Hemphill 

seconded the motion. All were in favor.  

Fifth on the Agenda was Communications. There was none.  

Sixth on the Agenda was report of officers and committees. There was none. 

Seventh on the agenda was unknown business. Packets for the September 11th meeting for a 

Planned Unit Development were passed out to the Board for their review.  

Eighth on the agenda was Adjournment. Hemphill motioned to adjourn. Reekers seconded the 

motion. All were in favor.   

(For more information see recording BOA 08 28 17) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


